
Kitchen Stories

**About Kitchen Stories**

Kitchen Stories provides users with many different recipes that can easily be cooked with the help

of recipe videos or step-by-step photo tutorials.

With the Kitchen Stories app, you can now cook delicious recipes easily. The app provides you with

many recipes from different topics. All recipes are explained in simple and easy-to-understand

recipe videos or step-by-step photo tutorials, so you can easily cook even more difficult dishes. In

the app also helpful kitchen tips and useful cutting and cooking techniques are presented.

**Kitchen Stories - Features:** 

- Find great recipes: In the App Kitchen Stories you will find many great and creative recipes. The

wide selection of recipes includes dishes from all subject areas. You will not only find recipe

classics such as pancakes or roasts, but also modern pasta recipes, quick dishes and vegan or

gluten-free recipes.

- Simply explained recipes: In order to make sure that cooking succeeds, the app provides you with

video recipes and step-by-step photo tutorials. Every single step of the preparation of the dish is

explained here.

- Favorites: You can save recipes that you like very well or that you still want to try in your favorites.

This offers you the possibility to find them again quickly and easily. 

- Quantity calculator: With the help of the quantity calculator you can easily convert the amount of

ingredients to your portion size.

- Kitchen Tips Videos: Kitchen Stories uploads weekly new kitchen tips videos that will not only

give you helpful kitchen tips, but also show you useful cooking and cutting techniques.

- Create your shopping list: With the help of the app, you can now easily plan your next purchase. If

you choose a recipe, the app automatically generates a grocery list and puts on it all the

ingredients you need to prepare the dish.

Conclusion: The App Kitchen Stories is just the thing for every food lover. The app offers you many

modern, traditional and vegan or even gluten-free recipes that you can simply cook with the help of

recipe videos or photo tutorials. In addition, the app provides you with helpful tips for the kitchen

and shows you useful cooking techniques that are also used by cooking professionals.


